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Sizing Information for 
Cheerleading Company/CCDancewear Uniforms

Thank you for your Fit Kit order from Cheerleading Company!  Please read the important sizing information 
below.   Feel free to call us toll free at 1-800-411-4105 with any questions you have about the sizing process. 
Please do not be concerned if we do not send a Fit Kit in the exact uniform style that you are ordering.  The 
Fit Kit sent fits very similarly to the style that you are ordering.   

GARMENT TAG INFORMATION
We offer a “time saver” for all coaches!  We will put each team member name on the garment tag inside 
custom shells and custom skirts.  This will make it easy to distribute when your order arrives.  Some schools, 
leagues, or organizations keep their uniforms and assign them out to their squad members each season.  If 
this is your practice, you may want to number the uniforms instead of placing names on the tags.  Simply fill 
in the name space of the attached fitting sheet with a number and record the size needed.  

CUSTOM POLYESTER OR SPECIALTY MATERIAL SHELL (TOP) SIZING
Please refer to the size charts in our current catalog or at www.cheerleading.com/sizing-information.html to 
determine which measurements fit into which sizes.   The shell sizes are two numbers separated by a dash.  
For example, if you look in the tag of any shell, you will see the size (example 30-16).   With size 30-16, the 
16 represents the back length of the garment – 16 inches.  As our uniforms are custom made to your 
specifications, you are able to adjust the back length of the garment.  For example, if someone fits into the 
size 30-16 top, but it is a little short, you could adjust the length of the shell to be longer – such as 30-17 or 
30-18, depending on how much longer you want it to be.  You can also adjust the length shorter if needed -
for example; indicate size 30-15 if you need the top to be shorter. The length is the only adjustable item on
the shell.  We do not charge for extra length!  Due to pattern limitations, there are limits to how short tops
and skirts can be made.  All requests for top lengths shorter than our patterns allow will automatically be
bumped to our standard length for that size.  If you desire top lengths shorter than our standard, please call
1-800-411-4105 to speak with a Sales Representative. If the shell is too tight in the chest, go up to the next
size (in this case, a 34-17).    Please note all back length changes by changing the last number of the shell
size to the back length (in inches) desired.  All shell sizes are even numbers (24, 26, 28, etc.).  Odd numbers
are not available. Please note that all of our uniforms are made with full inch measurements.  For instance,
if we are provided with a back length or skirt length measurement of 15.5 inches, we will round it up to 16
inches.  Additionally, most uniforms are easy to take in or let out in the side seams which makes alterations
easy if needed.

CUSTOM POLYESTER ELASTIC WAIST SKIRT SIZING
Elastic waist skirts are sized with letters.  For example, a skirt size E-13 is meant for someone with a waist 
measurement of 26-27 inches (the E part) and is 13 inches in length.  We do not include the waistband in the 
skirt length measurement.   You can adjust the length shorter or longer depending on the body type of the 
team member.  For design purposes, we recommend going no shorter than 1 inch and no longer than 2 
inches on skirts. There is no additional cost if you need to add any length to the skirts.  All skirts with a “Y” 
in front of the size indicate a youth cut, which is meant for team members with smaller hips.  Not all fit kits 
will contain “Y” sizes.  
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CUSTOM POLYESTER ZIPPER WAIST SKIRT SIZING
Zipper waist skirts are sized with numbers.  For example, a skirt size 9-13 is meant for someone with a waist 
measurement of 26 inches (the 9 part) and is approximately 13 inches long.  We do not include the waistband 
in the skirt length measurement.  You can adjust the length shorter or longer depending on the body type of 
the team member.  For design purposes, we recommend going no shorter than 1 inch and no longer than 2 
inches on skirts. There is no additional cost if you need to add any length to the skirts. We apologize that we 
are unable to make zipper waist skirts for team members with waist measurements larger than 45 inches.  In 
this case, we recommend an elastic waist skirt for that team member.  Almost all of our skirts are available 
in both elastic waist and zipper waist, so we are able to accommodate all of your team members. 

IN STOCK POLYESTER UNIFORM SIZING
The Fit-Kit shells for IN STOCK UNIFORMS are sized by standard sizes: YXS, YM, YL, etc.    Because they 
are standard stock sizes, we are unable to make adjustments to the shell length or skirt length.  

If you are planning to order IN STOCK Uniforms, your fit kit will contain the following sizes:    
YXS, YS, YM, YL, AS, AM, AL, AXL, A2L, A3L, A4L, A5L

MESH JERSEY DRESS SIZING
The Fit-Kit JERSEY DRESSES are sized by standard sizes: YXS, YM, YL, etc. Jersey Dresses can be 
ordered in STANDARD LENGTH (the dress length in the fit kit), LONG LENGTH (2 inches longer than 
STANDARD) or SHORT LENGTH (2 inches shorter than STANDARD).    

If you are planning to order MESH JERSEY DRESSES, your fit kit will contain the following sizes: 
YXS, YS, YM, YL, AXS, AS, AM, AL, AXL, A2L

CCFUSION SUBLIMATED GARMENTS
Our CCFusion garments are sized by standard sizes:  YXS, YM, YL, etc..  Due to the 
artwork required for CCFusion garments, we are unable to make adjustments to the 
lengths of our CCFusion tops, skirts, shorts, leggings or jersey dresses.    Please 
note that the largest size we can make in CCFusion garments is A5L.  

TEAM MEMBERS FALLING OUTSIDE OF THE SIZE RANGE
We are able to make almost any size of uniform in most garments.  For team members who do not fit into 
the size range included in the fit kit, please provide us with their raw measurements and we will convert them 
into a size.  Please refer to the sizing guide in our catalog or on our website for measurement information.  If 
you are ordering IN STOCK uniforms and a team member falls out of range, custom pricing and 
manufacturing time will apply. For CCFusion garments, we are unable to manufacture larger than A5L. 

HOW FAST WILL I GET MY ORDER?
Our current manufacturing time is updated weekly on our website: http://www.cheerleading.com/man_time.
Production will not begin on your order until the complete order, including sizing, style, and payment 
information, is received.   Occasionally we may have questions regarding your order that require us 
to contact you.   Your order will be put on hold until we are able to clarify such issues with you.   
We will make every effort to contact you in a timely manner.   Please return calls or e-mails 
promptly to expedite production of your order.


